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THE FORMATION OF NEW 
PROVINCES 

IT 15 safe to start with the assumption that the main aim 
of the formation of new Provinces will be the creation of units 
which are politically more homogeneous than the existing 
Provinces. Before attempting the reformation it will, there· 
fore, be ncce~sary to lay down tests of political homogeneity. 
This means tint the Constituent A1>sembly will have to indicate 
the characteridcs of a population in relation to which it will 
be judged to constitute a political community distinct from its 
neighbours. The test or characteristic most generally accepted 
~o far ha5 been that of language:.. Other tests that might 
be accrpted in certain-circumstances would be those of 
religious or racial composition of the population. Even 
after the ~cparation of the !-.Iuslim majority region, it 
may become necessary to constitute, in the· ~unjab, a 
pu!itical unit in which Sikhs are specially concentrated. It · 
may aL~o be consiJued desirable to form political units or sub. 
units in area~ of heavy concentration of tribal population in 
Central and Eastern India. 

\2) If language is accepted as th; main test of political 
homog-eneity, the boundaries of the new political units should 
coincide with the boundaries of the areas inhabited by distinct 
lingu~tic groups. The number of languages of all kinds spoken 
in India is, howerer, knO\m to be large. The first step in the 
fvrmation of the new Provinces would be to determine the 
major lanp1agc:s on the basis of which the formation of po:iti
<-al dtvisions should proceed. In doing this, the size of the 
population speaking a p.:1rticular language, the dispersion or 
lonwnration of that population in the particular area or 
areas and the sta;e of development reached by the language 
\\ ou!J a: I ha\e to be taken into consideration. There are 
L111g-uJ.ge.s \\ hich are spoken by comparati\'ely large numbers 
.!tlli \\ hid1 may yet not be used {or \';riting to any considerable 
extent or m:~y not have a highly de\'eloped literary tradition. 
TLe e:-..t(nt to \' hich all such lmguages should be fostered and 
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de\dopcd or be allowed to diminish in importance ~ a matt 
on which decision will have to be taken on the plane of polic~ 
making. The problem will assume importance in the fonna 
tion of political units and in administration of the regions ii 
which the tribal population is concent~atcd. Apart from th 
tribal areas, the problem will have to be faced when dealin: 
with areas in which small but compact groups of populatio1 
speak a language related to but not as well developed as c 

neighbouring major language; as for example, in the case 01 

speakers of Cutchi, Konkani or Tulu. In case it is decided tha1 
a minimum strength in population and resources is necessar) 
before any distinct linguistic or other group becomes entitled 
to form a separate province by itself, the smaller groups ol 
population must be provided for by being given special 
autonomous status or privileges within the larger political unit 
of the major language to which they are affiliated. In thi..' 
event, it may be thought desirable to provide for the local 
language on lines on which provision is made for the use and 
teaching of Welsh in Wales. This, again, is a question deci· 
sion regarding which will depend on the shape of general 
linguistic ~olicy. 

( 3) The Constitumt A.~embly \~111 be called upon in the 
first instance to lay down tests of political homogeneity. The 
application of these tests will yield a given number of potential 
political units \\'lthin the whole of the Indian Union. The 
determination of these homogeneous political units is merely 
the first step in the formation of new provinces. The applica· 
tion of tests of political homogeneity will yield the areas in 
which communities, which can be considered as politically or 
culturally distinct from their neighbours, live. Before political 
units are formed and their status determined, the Constituent 
Assembly will have to take another set of decisions. It will 
have to define the minimum limits of population, resources, 
etc., which must be reached by the individual politically 
homogeneous units before attaining t~e rank of a full pro\1nce. 
And it will have to determine the manner in which distinct 
political or cultural units which fall short of these minimum 
requirements are ~ombined with or incorporated into larger 
contiguous units and the political status and the measure of 
autonomy, if any, which they continue to enjoy after such 
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~ombination or incorporation. The completion of thi!J :~econd 
f.tagc wiU determine ( i) the number of politically homogeneous 
units which are entitled to the full status of a province and 
(ii) those which are not so entitled. It will also indicate the 
particular bigger units with which particular small units will 
combine and the political status that they will enjoy after 
this step. 

( 4) The next series of problems will be those connected with 
politically homogeneous units which are much larger than the 
minimum laid down for the formation of a separate province. 
It may be considered desirable that a province should not be 
larger than a certain maximum size. Some of the units formed 
merely by the application of tests of political homogeneity may 
be very large. The division of such units into more than one 
independent province would then have to be contemplated. 
The formation of two or more provinces from within a com
paratively homogeneous region and population will have to 
proceed mainly on considerations other than that of political 
homogeneity. Considerations of history, geography and· 
economic circumstances may then become important, and each 
type of consideration will receive more or less weight according 
to the particular problem to be handled. 

( 5) The problem of the formation of more than one unit 
out of the politically homogeneous unit may have to be faced 
c\·cn when the area or population of such a homogeneous unit 
is not too large. Any part of a politically homogeneous unit 
may desire to be a separate province in itself because of reasons 
of history or other considerations. A claim of this kind by any 
part of a presumably homogeneous political area will have to 
be judged in relation to the general principles regarding the 
f onnation of provinces to be laid down by the Constituent 
Assembly. If, for example, it is the intention to form com· 
parativdy large provinces and to bring the area and popula
tion contained within a province up to a maximum as far as 
possible, the tendency towards the formation of separate prov
inces from \\itLia a politically homo6eneous area will have to 
be &-,c.ouraged. If, on the other band, the view is adopted 
that pro\-inces ~hould be as numerous as possible, so long as 
tl1~y are above a certain minimum size, encouragement may be 
l:in'n to the f·)nmtion of more tha:1 on(" pro,~nre out of en·n 
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a comparatively small politically homogeneous unit. The Con~ 
stituent A§embly may, however, decide to accept neither one 
nor the other of these alternatives as a general principle, and 
may desire to judge each question on its merits. In this event, 
the decision may be taken by wort to the operation of the 
principle of self-determination. It is obvious that even the prin
ciple of self-determination could be allowed to operate 
··only within given limits. Thus an area which is smaller than 
the minimum laid down for a full province will not be al
lowed to constitute itself into a separate province. Further, 
within the limits laid down, the exercise of the right of self
determination could be attributed only to distinct and well· 
defined regions. 

( 6) The formation of the new political units will thus pro
ceed in the following stages: (i) The determination of the dis
tinct politically homogeneous units in accordance with tests 
laid down; { ii) The definition of the criteria for attaining. the 
status of a full province; (iii) The dctennination of the units 
to which the units which do not satisfy these criteria are at
tached and of their status after the attachment; (iv) The for
mation of more than one province out of units that exceed 
certain limits of size, etc., and ( v) Decisions regarding claims 
to forming separate provinces put forward by regions which 
are part of a politically homogeneous unit taken either in ac
cordance with pre-detennined principles of policy or by resort 
to self-determination. 

( 7) The next step after defining the main regions which 
should constitute the political units within the Vnion will be 
to lay down the principles and procedure by which the exact 
boundaries of these units are determined. In this connection, 
attention may be drawn to a few fundamental con~iderations. 
It is obvious that the total area subject to redistribution must 
be completely di\'ided between the new units. It follows that 
tests for the determination of the allocation of an area to one 
or the other unit must be so devised that no region or locality 
is either allotted to more than one unit or left unallotted to any 
unit. Further, it is important that the area of each new unit 
is consolidated into one expanse of contiguous territory with a 
continuous unbroken frontier. This means that the territol') 
comprised within the frontiers of any unit is all. allotted to tha1 
unit and that no islands or pockets belonging to other unit! 
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. \ 
I are left ''ithin it It is ob\ious that the applicatiot of an,. 
wts of political homogeneity "ill still Iea\·e localiti, \\ith 
mLxed ~pulations within the areas of all the units. Such 
localities mu~t be treated as localities inhabited by mir'lties 
within the political unit as a whole and cannot be con.q"'ed 
as f om1ing elements external to, i.e., not subject to, the pohll 
authority of the unit within whose frontiers they lie. '. 

\ 
~ 8) The instrument of the pleb~cite ''ill ha,·e to be used f~ 
a~ertaining the w~hes of an area in the formation of in\ 
dependent prorinces or the attachment of the smaller units to 1 

one or other prorince. A pleb~cite may hare to be taken when 
there are conflicting claims regarding the attachment of a small 
unit. A politically d~tinct homogeneous unit which is not 
entitled to become a full province by itself will have to be at
tached to a contiguous large unit In ca..~ there is difference 
of opinion regarding the attachment of the particular unit to 
one or the other of neighbouring units, the matter ''ill have to 
be detemined by a pleb~cite taken from among the popula· 
tion of the unit which is to be so attached. In the same way, 
pkbi~cites will be necess~I")' to ascertain the Y.ishes of an area 
regarding the claim to be constituted into a separate province 
in case there is no apparent general agreement in this regard. 

( 9) The plebiscite will al~ ha,·e to be used for the determina· 
tion of the exact frontiers of the new linguistic provinces. No 
other method is .likely to be found suitable for the purpose. 
The evidence of 5uch pre\ ious counts as that of the census of 
1 ~41, is not likely to be accepted by all the contending parties 
in the detemination of their claims. Aho, the di\ision of the 
p0pulation in the frontier re;ions is best done by detennining 
their acti\'e choice. The plebiscites to be taken for this pui· 
po~e would best follow the procedure de,·eloped during the 
b.-t few decades in Europe and other continents. The 
rrotJ~on:Sts on either side will ~ imited to define the boun
c.uirs of their regions according to them.~lves. The territory 
'' hich i_, cbimed for inclll5ion within the frontiers of more 
than one ref;ion or prO\ince will constitute the territOI)' in dis
pute. TI.is will pre5umably Ee on tither side of the exact 
lx)und:1~· to ~ cctermined by the plebi..-cite. It is within this 
fronti~r b.1nd or mip tlut the plc:biscite "'ill be talen. The 
rrH"nue '·ilL1~e \\i~l pm:umably ~ treated as the ba.'ic unit for 
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purpose of compiling the results of the pleb~cite and drawin~1 
the fr tiers. The frontiers after plebiscite will be drawn in 
cons ance with the principle of a continuous unbroken frontier 
for ch unit and as much in accordance with the vote as pos
si , that is, the frontier will be so drawn as to attempt to give 
s isfaction to the greatest pos~ible number of voters. The con
!titution of the Union will, it is presumed, contain provisions 
for bringing about any adjustments in the status or frontiers of 
units which become necessary in the light of later experience . 

. ( 10) The method of a plebiscite based on revenue villages 
may prove inapplicable where a frontier has to be drawn 
through an uninhabited region such as a desert or a forest. In 
these ·instances, frontiers may follow suitable geographical 
features as for example, courses of streams or watersheds. The 
problems of delimitation will, however, prove difficult when 
the uninhabited region contains valuable natural resources, 
actual or potential. When this happens, boundary-marking 
will involve detailed investigation into a number of geographi
cal, sociological, etc. features of the region .as exemplified by 
the problem of the division of the Mosul area between Turkey 
and Iraq. 

( 1 I ) Some problems might arise in determining the popula
tion to be entitled· to vote in the plebiscites. The residential 
qualifications in frontier plebiscites will have to be carefully 
defiXJ.ed. Even more careful definition will qe required where 
there are claims for a region or a locality to break away from 
the politically homogeneous unit within which it clearly falls 
according to tests laid down. In such a case, the right of vote 
must be presumed to pertain only to those who belong to the 
same homogeneous political unit and not to those who do not 
so belong or claim to belong. No part of the population which 
is not indigenous is entitled to determine whether a presumably 
homogeneous region is to be split up into two units or not. 



SUMMARY· ... 

·f· :The first step in the forinati~n of new Provinces which 
are polidcally more ho~ogeneous. than . the existing Provinces, 

r1 uld be to lay down tests of political homogeneity. 

~ndly, riunhnum limits of population and resources will 
have to be laid down which must be satic;fied by a politically F; hmnogeneo~ .nu_ bef~ tt W ~ted into. a separalo 

J· .Thirdly, the units that do not satisfy these criteria must 
~ attached w particular neighbouring units and their Status 
alter attachment defined. . .. 

~ Some politi~y homogeneous areas .~hich· are considered 
Joel large to form one Province may be divided into more~ 
one Province for convenience of Administration. 
S· Decision about claims to separ~tion from wi~ politically 
homogeneous units ·will depend on the policy regarding the. 
optimum aize of Provincial units. Each individual claim will 
llso have· to be judged in relation to· certain economic and 
folitic~ criteria. to be lai~ down. . · 

6. The detennination of boundaries and the exercise ·of the 
right of separation from within a politically homogeneo~ unit 
will be effected by holding plebiscites. . . . 

- ' 
7· New units must be consolidated into one expanse of area of 
contiguous territory' with a continuous and ·unbroken frontier: 

8. . Tests for the altocation of areas between units must be~ 
de\i.sed that no region or locality· is either allotted to more 
than one unit or left unalloited to any unit. '~· • 
. ' . I 
9· Territory compmed within the frontiers of -ar)y unit must 
aU be allotted to that unit. •· , 

i 0. . In boundary fixation. strip oC regio~ clai!ned. to be un
der dispute on either side d a hypothetical boundary ·will be 
detennincd and the boundary'· defined alter. nlebiscite in this 
disputed area. , 

I r. ·Plebiscite retw~ w w IJII; UJIIlpuca accoromg to wtcs per 
revenue village, and the frontier draWll· w as to give aa.U. 
factioo to the greatest p:&ible number Or wters: 
I ' .lfJ 
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